Whole Plant Extracted Live Food  
Tested & Assayed for Potency & Purity

Innate Response™ mineral formulas are exclusively crafted from 100% whole food nutrients, and expressly designed to provide the integral trace minerals required for countless physiological functions. The vitamins and minerals in each formula are not in an isolated state, but rather, exist within a biodynamic, whole food concentrate. True Active™ FoodState® concentrates not only deliver essential vitamins and minerals, but numerous other vital constituents as well, that inherently comprise whole food with irreplaceable roles as co-factors in key metabolic functions, and as bio-carriers that govern nutrient delivery to the cells. True Active FoodState nutrients, therefore, have a higher rate of utilization and are also retained longer in the body compared to all other forms of nutrients, particularly pure, isolated forms.

**Zinc**

Zinc by Innate is formulated exclusively from 100% whole food nutrients. This meticulous formula provides the essential trace mineral zinc within the matrix of a nutrient-dense organic whole food blend specifically designed to enrich the utilization and nutritional benefits of zinc. Among numerous physiological functions, zinc is integral to the immune system. With the inclusion of a specialized immune blend and plant-sourced enzymes, Zinc by Innate Response is designed to provide the synergy to support zinc’s role in the body.

---

*This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.*
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